INTRODUCTION
IN THIS PAPER we give detailed proofs of results about the image of the stable J-homomorphism similar to some announced in [24, 25, 26 , and 271. The methods are those introduced in those papers; we just take a bit more care here to clarify certain aspects of the proof. The paper could be viewed as a response to Frank Adams' challenge (Cl]): "for the classical J-homomorphism, we have no published proof independent of the ideas I am now discussing (the Adams conjecture); homotopy theorists know in principle where they should look for an independent proof, but nobody has yet been willing to undertake the heavy task of working it out in detail and writing it down properly."
The J-homomorphism, as introduced by G. W. Whitehead in [41] , is the homomorphism X:"
ni(SO(n))d ni+,(znso(n))"'~i+,(S"),
where p is defined by applying the Hopf construction to the map S"_' x SO(n)-+S"-l, which is the action of the special orthogonal group SO(n) (which we will also write as SO,) on S"-I c R". These are compatible, with the proper sign convention, as n increases, and for all n > i+ 1 they are equal, defining the stable J-homomorphism J:n,(SO) + Xi(P), where ni(So) denotes the ith stable homotopy group of spheres (ith stable stem). By Bott periodicity x,(SO) is infinite cyclic for i = 3 mod 4.
We will focus our attention on the image of the 2-primary stable J-homomorphism in stems i E 7 mod 8, which is by far the most difficult case. The analogues at odd primes will be discussed in another paper. Let r!(n) denote the exponent of 2 in rz, and J(n) denote the grading of the nth nonzero homotopy group of SO. Thus if 01h I 3, then d(4a+ h)= 80 + qh-1 This is closely related to the so-called vector-fields numbers. We use "d" to _ . suggest "double". Our main result is 
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Theorem 1.1 holds also for j= 1 except that the sphere of origin for the generator is 8 rather than 9.
The order of the image of .I was established up to a factor of 2 by Adams in [2] , and the complete answer was given by the proof of the Adams conjecture in [39] and [34] . The point of our proof here is that it involves only homotopy-theoretic methods, and completes a program devised by the second author in the late 1960s. "Adams filtration" in the second part of the theorem refers to filtration in the (HF,)-Adams spectral sequence (ASS). It is the maximal number of (stable) maps trivial in H*(
; FJ which can be composed to yield the given (stable) map. Throughout the paper, F, denotes the field with 2 elements.
The sphere of origin of an element aEni(So) is the smallest n such that there is a map
Si+" +S" which suspends to a. The sphere-of-origin part of 1.1 was stated as [27, 8.41 and [25, 4. 41, but the arguments there were incomplete. Adjointing the above definition of .I yields the commutative diagram 7q(R" Srn).
The sphere of origin of an element in im(J) is the smallest n such that it is in im(&). The element in n,(R" Sn) will not generally be in im(J,). The SO(n)-of-origin for an element of ni(SO) is 2j+ 1 if i=4j-1 > 15 by [7] . If i=O, 1 mod 8, the SO(n) of origin is 6; this is proved in [IS] . A key ingredient in our proof is be-resolutions ( [28] , [ 151, [22] ). They allow us to prove the following modification of a folk-theorem of the second author, which allows us to prove that certain maps are in the image of J. THEOREM 1.2. Jfa E n,(S') has Adamsfiltration greater than &i+4+ v(i+2)+ v(i+ 1) and satisfies i,, (a)=OE zi(J), then x=0.
Here So is the sphere spectrum, and i,: So-J is the inclusion into the 2-primary large in this range, at least for r-s > 50. See, e.g., [40] or [32] , where it was shown that in This was proved in [12] using the upper edge of the unstable ASS. The unstable ASS also allows us to prove that our desuspensions of generators of the stable image of J also have order 2"@j)+' in their (unstable) homotopy group.
Unpublished work of Crabb ([9] ) dealing with the sphere of origin of the image of the stable J-homomorphism is discussed briefly in [IO] . He utilizes the Adams conjecture, which we have gone to great lengths to avoid. Theorem 1.2 will be proved in Section 6. In Section 5 we will provide results about the bo-resolution necessary in this proof, and will make some minor corrections of results of [22] regarding the bo-ASS. We recall the definition of the 2-primary connected J-spectrum, which plays a central role in our proof. Let bo (resp. bsp) denote the spectrum for connective orthogonal (resp. symplectic) K-theory localized at 2. induces in rrcqi( ) multiplication by 8i times a unit in Z,,,. The proof there used an (essentially combinatorial) analysis of the abelian group of maps from the i-fold smash product of S"u,.e4 into bo to deduce the analogous result in homology, and then applied the Hurewicz theorem. The spectrum J is defined to be the fiber of 0:bo -+ X4 bsp, and the homotopy sequence of this fibration shows that for i>O
The following result could be deduced from [2, IV, 7. 163. We will give another proof in Section 3. A third proof, utilizing a simple and direct construction involving the associated infinite loop spaces, appears as [17, 2. 101. Thus the order of the image of J is at least as large as claimed in 1.1. Much of our work is directed toward proving indirectly that i,, is injective on im(J).
Another ingredient in the proof of 1.1 is the construction of maps with the desired filtration and sphere of origin and which project to appropriate elements of rcsj-1(J). This was done in [27, 7.15 and p. 1073, and another discussion of these ideas was presented in [ 16, pp. 138-91 . The result needed here is stated below; its proof will also be discussed in Section 3. Let P, and P," denote the stunted real projective spaces RPm/RP"- ' and RP"/RP"-', respectively. In 3.1 we define a family of spaces Pt. formed as slight modifications of stunted real projective spaces, sometimes after one suspension. These are just skeleta of the spaces called Q, in [16, 3.43 and C(n) in [27, 7. 153. (ii) If c~rc,~_ l(P"-l) denotes any ofthe composites of(i) and i:P"-'+P" the inclusion, then i, (c) is an element of order 24e+e+1 in Jsj_l(Pr) 2 Z/2"@j)+ ', This is related to nsj_ 1(J) by the following result, also proved in Section 3. Next we need a crude lower bound on the filtration of the image of the J-homomorphism. This represents a minor modification of the main technical result of [24] , which considered the complex J-homomorphism. Proof Let d be as defined prior to 1.1. The key here is that the natural map
This was proved in [23] , following earlier related work in [38] . Let n= 2'-22 8j+6. Then the map of skeleta
has filtration 24j-1. Then the composite
represents a generator of the stable J-homomorphism in the (8j-I)-stem and has filtration 2 4j -I+ 1, since p has filtration 2 1. I Now we can prove Theorem 1.1. Let c:S~~-~+"+Z"P"-~ be an iterated suspension of one of the composites of 2.2(i), and i.,_ 1 the map of (2.4). Using 2.2(i) and 2.3, and that i. has filtration 1, the stable class h = [i_,_ t oc] E rrsj_ t (So) has the sphere of origin and filtration desired for an element in the image of J whose order equals the order of i,,(h) in xa j-, (J). Indeed, in the notation of 2.2, i,,(h) has order 24e+E+1, filtration 4j-4e -E, and sphere of origin
Here it was necessary that the maps of 2.2(i) be defined after a number of suspensions no larger than the dimension of the target projective space plus 1. It is clear that at least one suspension must have been required, for otherwise the stable image of J would be in the image of the following composite nSj-
where the first and last groups are finite, while the penultimate group is infinite cyclic.
Let gEngj_ I(S") denote the stable class of the map defined in 2.5, a generator of the stable image of J. By 2.1 iJ.(g) is a generator of the cyclic 2-group nBj_ 1 (J), and by 2.2(ii) and 2. 
and one easily checks that if j>6, this filtration satisfies the hypothesis of 1.2. Thus by 1.2, kg-h = 0, so that kg has the filtration and sphere of origin desired of an element of its.order in the stable image of J. Since Ext;s+8j-1 (F,, F,)=O for s>4j ([33X the ASS implies that 2"'*j)+ l g =O, and with 2.1 establishes the order in 1.1. Ifjs6, then kg-h is within 5 of the upper edge in the ASS, and as in [29,2.7] the ASS in this region is well understood, allowing us to deduce kg-h = 0, from which 1.1 follows as before.
One detail remains-showing that the sphere of origin of the generator of the image of J can be no smaller than that claimed in 1.1. This will be proved in Section 4 using the James-Hopf maps.
PROOFS OF 2.1, 2.2, AND 2.3
The proof of 2.1 is by induction on j. As in [19] , one easily shows that for t odd with t >4j + 5 the map .16 on PFj+* compresses into PFj, sending P,sj+6 into P:j-I, yielding a commutative diagram
psi+* 8,+7 As*', w2re c1 and c2 are collapse maps. One easily verifies that for induced homomorphisms in KO( ), CT sends the generator of an infinite cyclic group to the class of order 2 in a cyclic 2-group, 17 is a monomorphism of cyclic 2-groups, and c: sends Z/2 injectively to the class of order 2. Hence 1: is surjective.
A similar deduction can be made for induced homomorphisms in the generalized cohomology group .I'( ), the only difference being that J'(S*j) x J"(S8j-1)% ngj_ r(J) is a finite cyclic 2-group. Since these calculations are less familiar, we discuss them at the end of this section.
There is a natural transformation 7'~:~(ZX)-+J"(X) defined by applying [X, ] to the composite
SO&2"S"~Q"J,
where the first map is adjoint to the maps p of Section 1. Its homotopy homomorphism is the stable J-homomorphism.
Here R" takes the underlying loop space of the spectra So and J.
We apply T to the desuspension of the map I, above, assuming by induction that Tsej-, is surjective, and deduce that the middle homomorphism below is the nonzero homomorphism of groups of order 2. Since both homomorphisms c* are surjective, we deduce the lower Tis surjective, extending the induction, and proving 2.1.
In order to construct the maps of 2.2(i), we need to modify stunted real projective spaces at their top and/or bottom. To do this, we modify the notation of [27, p. 1043 and [ 16,3.4] in the following result. We use the standard notation that for a spectrum X, XC") is the spectrum formed by killing elements of Ext",(H*X, F2) with s < m. (iii) P,; esists as a space unless T is starred or S= *2. In those cases, it exists qfter one suspension, i.e., there is a space a Pi whose suspension spectrum is EP,l'. The maps of(i) and (ii) esist as maps of spaces qfier 2 suspensions.
Remark. For N ~2, 3 mod 4, P,mN is the nl-skeleton of QN of [16, 3.43 . It should be thought of as a modified version of the stunted real projective space P;.
Pro@: We first construct (3.2) when T is unstarred, by the method of [27, 7. 151. Unless 4n + c = 2, the maps p and q exist as actual maps of spaces since their construction depends on calculations (from [30] ) of n,(P 4n+E) in the stable range, and hence Pf;4n+,, exists as an actual space. If 4n + E = 2, we must suspend once in order that the domain space of q exist.
The mapsf, are extensions of .2, modified by an attaching map in the case off3. Since .2 requires a suspension for its definition, so do the mapsfi. In the case 4n+&= 2. we have already suspended. The mapsji are extensions over mapping cones of maps which are trivial by calculations of homotopy groups in the stable range, and so exist after the single suspension that was required for];.
The top vertical maps in (3.3) exist as actual maps of spaces (even if S is starred), again by calculations in the stable range. Their mapping cone is the space oP~(~~+') of (iii), a space whose suspension spectrum is ZP~'4mfE'. Th e maps fi in (3.3) are compressions of .2, possibly modified, and so one suspension is required for their existence. The maps along the bottom of (3.3) exist by the following standard lemma. Condition (i) will usually apply, but not if S = 1, and so a suspension may be required. where I is a filtration-l map constructed in (3.3). One verifies, using the charts of [30] , that I i is null, so that the desired extension over Pl; exists.
Finally. the construction in (ii) when S, and/or S, is starred follows from the maps just constructed in the same way that the maps ji followed fromJ in (3.2). For example, the square below can be filled in because i,oIop z% * by charts of [30] .
One can calculate z*(Pl A bo) as in [13, $31 using the AI-structure of H*(Pl). Here and elsewhere A, is the subalgebra of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra generated by Sy' and Sq'. In [16. 3. 51 the reader will find a start toward the explicit correspondence between the A,-modules H*(Pl) encountered here and the AI-modules 9ij, of [13,3.6] whose Ext,, is given in [ 13, 3. IO] . There are clearly maps Pzl A bo--+(P,T,2 A ho)' ' ), and their construction shows that the homomorphism in TI*( ) is an isomorphism on the first few groups. That it is iso on all the groups then follows from the ~c,(bo)-module structure. The order in J,j_ 1 (I'") of the elements described in 2.2ii is immediate from these charts and the injectivity in bo,( ) of the maps constructed in 3.1.
Proofof2.3.
Let R denote the mapping cone of i.: P"-+SO. In [31] it was shown that R A bo z V Z4i HZ is a wedge of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra. In the exact sequence it0 O+JBj_ I (I'")"'
Jsj-l(S")+J,j-,(R)-l',J,j_z(P~)+~
6 is an isomorphism of Z/2"(j)+ l* s, and hence i., is an isomorphism. I We have now completed the proof of 2.2, and all that remains for 2.1 is to verify claims made about homomorphisms in J'( ) in the second paragraph of this section. After dualizing to yield a statement about the more familiar J,( ), we find that we must prove that in the diagram where 1 is a filtration 4 map of the type constructed in 3.1, im(i,,) and im(i,,) are both generated by the element of order 2, and I, is injective. Here negatively graded stunted projective spaces are as defined in [4] or [16] . They provide a convenient context for duality, although they c$n be avoided by adding a large 2-power to all indices.
The above method for calculating J, ( ) works for negatively graded projective spaces, too. The differential from t-s = -2 to t--s = -1 is 0, since 0 is infinitely 2-divisible. (This can also be seen by the James-periodicity definition of negatively indexed projective spaces.)
Thus bsp_,(PI;)+J_,(PI;)
is an isomorphism, at least if k is odd and n even, and so it suffices to prove the analogous facts about bsp_,( ). The injectivity of 1, in bo,( ) for the filtration 4 maps noted in 3.lii easily implies the analogue for notation of 3.lii, is an equivalence.
(P:,' A bsp)"'-r(P,T,' A bsp)"'
bsp,( ). Indeed, using the Finally, an easy calculation (see charts below, which can be extended to the right in an obvious way; im(j,) and im( i.,.) are indicated in boxes) shows that in j, is surjective, and im(i,) is generated by the element of order 2. 
PROOF THAT THE SPHERE OF ORIGIN CAN BE NO LOWER THAN CLAIMED IN 1.1
Our proof uses the following result, to which many have contributed. Its proof will be discussed after we show how it is applied. Let QX =na C" X. Then QS" =R" S", and QoSo=O$'S" is the component of the constant map. 
Remark. QPn-l=~~E~P"-l
should not be confused with common notation for quaternionic projective space.
We extend 4.1 to a commutative diagram nn,,, j.
-Qp"-l -
.m(P"-l A J) -W(P= A J) (4.2)
In the composite which defined TX in our proof of 2.1, i, could have been replaced by the composite along the bottom of (4.2). Hence, our proof of 2.1 shows that the bottom composite sends the image of J onto ~gi-1 (J), and by 1.1 it does so isomorphically.
Our proof of 2.3 applied to s just as well as i., since the splitting of R A ho in [31] only required the A-module structure. Thus the right vertical map in (4.2) is a weak equivalence, and so (4.2) shows that if an element of order 2' in the image of the stable J-homomorphism has sphere of origin I n, then J, j_ 1 (I'"-') + J, j-I (P") maps onto elements of order 2', and hence by 3.5 n 2 d(e + 2)-2, establishing sharpness of the sphere of origin in 1.1. The exceptional behavior for the generator if j= 1 noted after 1.1 follows also from 3.5. We now make some comments on the proof of 4.1. The equivalence in the bottom row is the Kahn-Priddy theorem ( [20] ), the existence of maps j, was first proved by Snaith ([37] ), and Segal( [35] ) proved a result like 4.1 except that his map QP" +QoSo was not known to be an infinite loop map. In [S], more geometric descriptions of maps j,, j, (called JamesHopf maps because of their similarity to James' 1957 construction of the Hopf invariant). and an infinite loop map s: QP" +QoSo were given. By [S], the infinite loop map s could be preceded by a self-equivalence of QP" to yield Qi-. Finally, Kuhn ([21] ) showed compatibility of the maps j, as n increases, so that j could be taken as the union of these maps. Underlying the constructions of [37] and [8] is May's model ( [33] ) of R"Z" X as little cubes in I" labeled with points of X. This allowed various combinatorial manipulations used in defining the maps j, and s.
In [6] , the e-invariant was used to obtain lower bounds for the sphere of origin of the image of J which were almost as strong as those of 1.1.
This sphere-of-origin result is closely related to the Barratt-Mahowald conjecture (see [36] ) that for m23 the 2-primary exponent of rr*(SZm+r 1s
This exponent is defined to be the minimum of the orders of all elements of rri(S2m+ ') for i > 2m + 1. Our desuspensions of the image-of-J generators, i.e. the composites of 2.2 and 2.3 give elements of the desired order. A proof of the Barratt-Mahowald conjecture would give another proof that the odd sphere of origin can be no smaller than claimed in 1.1. Yet another approach to the sphere of origin is via the EHP sequence. The unstable ASS (see [I 1, 11.93) shows that if u as constructed in Section 2 is a maximal filtration desuspension of the generator of the image of J in the (Sj-1)-stem to the sphere S"" of that construction, then the Hopf invariant H(a) is the element of maximal Adams filtration in the (8j-no)-stem, and so this map desuspends no farther. This does not directly preclude the possibility that the generator of the stable image of J might desuspend to a low-filtration element on this sphere which desuspends even lower. However, the argument at the beginning of this section does preclude that.
h-RESOLUTIONS
In this section we apply the results of 1221 to obtain a useful but technical result about the rel,ationship of Adams filtration with liftings in the bo-resolution.
We also make a few minor corrections to results of [22] , which affect their calculations of the ho-ASS for So"' if i 2 2, but not in the basic case i=O.
For the reader who prefers to skip the delicate details of this section, we begin by stating the main result of this section, which will be applied in the next section to prove 1. Remark. The statements in (ii) involving the 2-power v(n + 2) are very crude; refinements can easily be obtained from the work later in this section. In order to prove 5.1, we calculate the E,-term of the bo-regular part of the bo-ASS for S°Ci). These groups were calculated (with minor mistakes if s=2 and i> 2) in [22, 6.1, 6.6, 6.111, where they were called H"*'(Si%?). We recall some of their notation and basic results. 8.V*** is the quotient complex obtained from the chain complex by dividing out by the homotopy groups of the mod 2 Eilenberg-MacLane summands. Also, Y-,%?= $9. The following result is standard, and contained in [22] or [15] . ' ' ' 17n,l where ( (7)) as in [22, p. 5983 has properties similar to binomial coefficients. D, (resp. Di)
refers to the sum of the terms in the formula for d in which the coefficients (( )) are even (resp. odd).
It was claimed in [22,6.6 ] that the groups Hs*4' ( BiW) are F,-vector spaces for s 2 2. We show by example that this need not be true for s=2, and then will pinpoint the mistake in their proof when s=2. Their proof is valid if s2 3. Then we will prove as Proposition 5.5 a corrected version of [22, 6 .61.
We show H2' 16(P-2%Y) z Z/4. A matrix of the homomorphism ~2%L.16_ti*~2%2.16 is given below. Here and often we omit ai from the notation. It is always implicit; we are always working with S°Ci), although in this case i=2. Here, as in [22] , if I =(io, . , i,), then h' denotes the product of i, to survive these differentials in s= 2. The ones with v(m)=e were the elements obtained in [22, 6. 63, while those with e < v(m) are new. Note that this problem does not occur if m is odd, i.e. it only occurs in total degree E 0 mod 8. From now on, we will assume m is even.
The $ D,( ) notation was useful in [22] in showing that 2H*.* Ji%'=O; however, replacing $DOWm-2e h, by its only term wmV2* h,2_, with minimal weight and odd coefficient may simplify the notation. Some of these new classes will be killed by differentials in the WSS from elements with s= 1. To see this, we recall 
In order to help the reader see the next round of differentials and that the Z/2s which survive the WSS in s=2 build up to a cyclic group in H2.4m (Fig)') , we consider the case m=32, i=57. Here E:*1*'28 z Z/2a generated by 24w31 ho. We try to extend this to a cycle in the actual complex FiU. Ignoring odd factors in the coefficients for simplicity (but see 5.5, where they are included), __ An easier way to see this differential and to see that H2'lz8 (F,, %) 2 Z/8 (which we will later show from the WSS point of view) is to consider the quotient complex where C*.* is the acyclic complex with basis like that of (5.3) with a = 0 for all monomials.
The exact homology sequence associated to yields an isomorphism
In our example case i= 57, m=32, the entire complex Qua"* is The term of lowest weight and odd coefficient in the generator proposed in the proposition is the element of S of minimal e. To see that this is a legitimate element of shiv;, we observe that, since dod=O, it equals the negative of a similar expression summed over j< 2', and in this sum all terms of weight 2 2' are legitimate, i.e. multiples of elements of (5. The last column does not appear if m = 32.
There is an analogous change in [22, 7. 11, for which we will let our 5.1 serve as a substitute. We have not analyzed the extent to which the results of [22, 6.6, 7 .11 for stunted projective spaces are affected by the difficulties which we have been distussing.
In order to prove 5.1, we will need the following lemma. is a direct sum of injections of infinite cyclic groups and zero homomorphisms of Z/2s. Our class g,,, (a,) E n,(Z A A,) goes to 0 in n,(Z), and so must be 0 or one of the Z/2s which goes to 0 in ?r,(z A A,_ 1). I Now we prove 5.1, which, although technical, is the most central new ingredient of this paper. The easiest case is (i) when n+s E 3,5,6,7 mod 8. In this case x,(S, A bo) z IL,+, (6" A bo) is 0 above filtration 0, since rr n+s+gj(bo)=O. Thus in 5.1, t,of,=O, and the conclusion follows by .5.8 applied to S,, f + S,+S, A bo.
In the other case of 5.1(i), the class [roofs] ~rr,(S, A bo) is a d,-cycle in the bo-ASS, and so --by [22, 7. 6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 Theorem 1.2 is an easy consequence of 5.1 and the following result, whose proof was sketched in [28] and given in detail in [14] . THEOREM 6.1. In the bo-ASS converging to n,(S'),
&J=O
ift--s< 3s ~16 5s-13 s>6.
Let x be as in 1.2 with a=AF(cr). We use the notation for the bo-resolution as in the beginning of Section 5. By S.l(iii) there exists a lifting to an element a2Ezi(S2) with AF(r,) 2 a-max (2, v(i+ 1)). Now 5.l(ii) assures a lifting to a3 ETCH with AF(a,)> a-M, where M=max(v(i+2)+3, v(i+2)+v(i+ l)+ 1).
One may continue lifting up the bo-resolution by 5.1(i), losing no more than 12 Adams filtrations for every 8 stages lifted, until the Adams filtration drops below 2. Thus a lifting to S,,, with s0 =f(u -M + 3) is obtained. If i < max (3s,, 5, -13), then by 6.1 u = 0, establishing 1.2, in which we have weakened the inequalities to make them less complex.
